school news
This week saw the introduction of the story bags. Butterfly and Owl group have
taken theirs. They will return them by Tuesday so the Robins and Squirrels can
have their turn. Please do watch the video sent out on Tuesday in which Vicki
provides gives you ideas for how to use these at home.

Message from federation LEaders

Transition Survey: A big thank you to those of you who have given feedback on our transition procedures. If you
have not yet completed the survey there is still time-we have already decided on changes for next year based on
feedback so really do value you taking the time to share your thoughts. Please find the survey on the link below:
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/TransitionHL22

FEDERATION IMPROVEMENT PRIORITY
Our Federation Improvement Priority (FIP) this term is:
'To implement consistent positive attitudes and approaches to learning
behaviours.'
Most children have settled really well. This can be the point that they realise
that the change of room/school/setting is permanent and can lead to
behavioural changes. Do not be surprised if you see some regression in
behaviour; this is not unusual whilst your child is adjusting to the new demands
being made on them. At this point they could be tired or overwhelmed. This
stage does not usually last for a long time. Offering reassurance and gentle
encouragement usually supports most children through this short phase.

SIGN OF THE WEEK
In school we teach all children to sign. This supports communication and ensures
the communication of all children is valued. Next week we will be teaching the
sign for ' Thank you!' It is a very important word for all children to use so we will
be regularly modelling this sign and reminding children when they could use it.
Ask any staff member to show you the sign if you are unsure.

Email: admin@Heathlane.herts.sch.uk
Tel. 01442 255 418

Headteacher; Mrs Gemma Williamson & Hayley Yendell

REMINDERR EMINDERS

External Audit Of Provision
We are always seeking ways to improve what we do at the Nursery. As part of this drive we have invested in
an external audit of the quality of education . On Wednesday 28th September we will have two Early Years
Advisers, from the local authority, observing sessions and reviewing procedures and practices at the school.
They will want to capture your thoughts on the Nursery so do look out for them at the beginning of the day
and feel free to give them your honest thoughts on Heath Lane.
If you would be happy for a member of the audit team to give you a quick phone call at some point over the
morning please email the admin team and let them know the best number to catch you on!
Thanks in advance for any help you can offer with this!

FEDERATION NEWS
roots federation will provide the best educational settings for the
under 5's preparing children for life long learning through a skills
base curriculum that is focussed on the needs of each unique child.

our nurseries
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